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The Art of Travel; Or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries
Reproduction of the original: A Trooper Galahad by Captain Charles King

Where Bartenders Drink
Perfect book to record and save important addresses and birthdays. As time goes by and the fullness and complexity of the
days increase, this is more and more important. You can keep these addresses and birthdays from family, friends, business
partners etc. for many years.

The Art of the Garnish
Serve drinks at home in style and bring the party to your guests from one of 12 beautifully themed and stylishly stocked bar
carts. Bar carts are making a big comeback, with an upsurge in those of us taking pride in entertaining at home. Originally
the epitome of domestic style and taste in the 50s and 60s, retro TV series like Mad Men have left people aching for the
glamor of a bygone era, and something unusual for the home. And mobile furniture on the whole is proving popular too: if
you’re not a fan of the retro style, you might also be taken by the adaptability of some styles of cart as a vital bit of extra
storage in a small living space. Gaze upon luxurious marble and smoked glass carts that hark back to the Art Deco era and
the golden age of cocktails; edgy tubular metal trolleys that scream 80s utility style; chic Scandinavian stained wood for
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poolside parties; mid-century walnut-veneer and brass straight out of Don Draper's office, and even folding 1960s
aluminium tea lady trolleys can make quite the statement. With shelves to store bottles and glassware and a top the height
for mixing drinks, each style of cart lends itself to a carefully curated display of stock. Choose your bottles of spirits,
glassware, shakers, stirrers, and other cocktail kit from the wide range now on offer and create not just a practical serving
station but a super-stylish addition to any interior.

Tiki
The Bar Book — Bartending and mixology for the home cocktail enthusiast Learn the key techniques of bartending and
mixology from a master: Written by renowned bartender and cocktail blogger Jeffrey Morgenthaler, The Bar Book is the only
technique-driven cocktail handbook out there. This indispensable guide breaks down bartending into essential techniques,
and then applies them to building the best drinks. Over 60 of the best drink recipes: The Bar Book contains more than 60
recipes that employ the techniques you will learn in this bartending book. Each technique is illustrated with how-to
photography to provide inspiration and guidance. Bartending and mixology techniques include the best practices for: Juicing
Garnishing Carbonating Stirring and shaking Choosing the correct ice for proper chilling and dilution of a drink And, much
more If you found PTD Cocktail Book, 12 Bottle Bar, The Joy of Mixology, Death and Co., and Liquid Intelligence to be helpful
among bartending books, you will find Jeffrey Morgenthaler’s The Bar Book to be an essential bartender book.

The Seriously Silly ABC Book
The Recipe for the Perfect Bar Cart! Like with any good drink, the secret to creating a winning bar cart is to understand its
components. The Bar Cart Bible breaks down these elements and provides you with the necessary information, including:
300+ cocktail recipes Bottles to have on hand A glassware guide Required equipment Measurement charts Definitions of
bartending terminology Garnish suggestions Mixology tips 4 pieces of frame-ready, decorative art Now isn't it time for a
drink?

Southern Day Rail Rovers Spring 1964
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
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entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work
may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of
the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Super Shorts
A primer on drinking, history and (obviously) cocktails from a life behind bars. Sother Teague, one of New York’s most
knowledgeable bartenders and Wine Enthusiast's Mixologist of the Year (2017), presents a brief history of both classic and
lesser-known spirits with modern-day wit and old-school bar wisdom, accompanied by easy-to-mix drink recipes you’ll soon
commit to memory. Better than bellying up to some of the world’s best bars with a veteran bartender, this series of essays
and conversations on all things alcohol aims to reveal how the joy of drinking changed both history and culture?and will
likely inspire you to make a little history of your own. After all, no retelling of a great caper or revolutionary event ever
started with the phrase, “So a bunch of guys are all eating salad”. This hardcover collection of timeless tips, insight from
industry pros and 100+ recipes is more than just a cocktail book: It’s a manifesto for living a more spirited life.

The 5 Step Guide to Empowering Consumers
From high-end magazines and design-inspiration websites to stores big and small, bar carts are a must-have piece of
furniture. This book provides all the answers to the question—how can I get that look at home? The Art of the Bar Cart
features 20 different styled bar setups—from tricked-out vintage carts to a collection of bottles tucked into a
cabinet—themed around favorite libations, personal style, or upcoming occasions. Readers can choose from the warm and
inviting Whiskey Cart, the fun and fresh Punch Cart, or mix and match to suit any style. With easy tips to re-create each
look as well as recipes for the perfect drinks to pair with each cart, this beautifully photographed guide is an inspiration to
anyone looking to create a unique décor statement, and a drink to serve alongside.

Turtle Island
2nd Edition on higher quality interior paper. In the 1960s the Southern Region offered three local Area Rail Rovers each
valid for a day within a defined area at a cost of 10 shillings (50p today). To us hard up youngsters these tickets were too
good to miss and the Area 2 Rover in particular was a big attraction as it covered the South Western main line from
Waterloo to Woking as well as the Guildford to Redhill line, the latter being 100% steam worked until the end of 1964. The
line from Waterloo of course carried the steam hauled trains from Waterloo to Basingstoke, Salisbury and Southampton and
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beyond, many of which stopped at Woking and so were ideal for us ardent train bashers. I have lost track of how many of
these tickets I bought but a dozen survive in my ticket collection spanning the years from 1960 to 1964. The tickets I
bought in the spring of 1964 were mainly to time the train running of steam hauled trains into and out of Waterloo and to
photograph them on the main line as far as Woking whilst it was still almost entirely a steam worked main line. This little
book tells the story of those day trips. These days out wetted my appetite to seek out loco performance further afield,
which I had already been sampling since 1961 anyway and the full story of the last few years of Southern steam is told in
my book ''Southern Steam Twilight''-The Untold Story'', to be published by Pen & Sword. This little book of 48 pages, size 8
x 10 inches contains 38 train running logs, descriptive text and 37 black and white images. This is the revised edition using
higher quality paper compared to the first edition.

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Part 4. Works of Art, Etc. New Series
My Bay City and Frankenmuth Sunrise Pedal Trolley Coloring Book
The Art of travel, etc. Fourth edition, entirely re-cast and much enlarged. With additional
woodcuts
Three women from different generations struggle to understand the nature of love and family and the complexities of life's
choices Dani (Present day) The clues to understanding her future lie hidden in the past. Solving a 130-year old mystery may
be the only way to understand her life and save her crumbling marriage. Maggie (Present day) Maggie wants to complete
the historical account of her Irish ancestor's arrival in North Idaho. But there's a piece of family drama missing that she
can't figure out on her own. A tragedy she can't explain. Mariah (1884) Her head filled with gold dust dreams, Mariah heads
west in search of her fortune in North Idaho's gold rush. Entangled in the lives of two men, neither exactly whom they
appear to be, she makes a choice that will echo through to the present.

My Address and Birthdays Book
Includes more than 30 recipes for cocktails and aperitifs Whether you desire a small, selectively stocked bar cart or are
planning a bespoke entertaining space in your home, this book is a beautiful and indispensible guide to enjoying drinks at
home, anytime. The Home Bar traces the cultural history of social drinking and bar design, and how this translates into
highly desirable and stylish bars in a home setting. You will find advice on everything from the best bar surface to how to
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make and store ice, from cocktail shakers to stools, from stirrers to selecting the best glassware. For the discerning drinker
fascinated by the mystique of soda syphons, cocktail kits, and seriously interesting aperitifs and digestives, there are tips
on how to build up an enviable drinks collection. With a comprehensive selection of more than thirty superlative cocktail
recipes, this is a fascinating and informative aid to stocking and enjoying your own home bar. Styles of bars in the book
include: drinks trays and bar carts cupboard and cabinet urban speakeasy poolside grandeur hotel chic 70s retro, and
more! Henry Jeffreys is a respected drinks journalist who writes for the Guardian, The Spectator, Financial Times and his
own Henry's World of Booze blog. He is the author of the bestselling book Empire of Booze.

Drinking with Chickens
The Ultimate Bar Book — The bartender's bible and a James Beard nominee for the best Wine and Spirit book, 2008 The
cocktail book for your home: The Ultimate Bar Book is an indispensable guide to classic cocktails and new drink recipes.
Loaded with essential-to-know topics such as barware, tools, and mixing tips. Classic cocktails and new drinks: As the
mistress of mixology, the author Mittie Hellmich has the classics down for the Martini, the Bloody Mary—and the many
variations such as the Dirty Martini and the Virgin Mary. And then there are all the creative new elixirs the author brings to
the table, like the Tasmanian Twister Cocktail or the Citron Sparkler. Illustrated secrets of classic cocktails and more:
Illustrations show precisely what type of glass should be used for each drink. With dozens of recipes for garnishes, rims,
infusions, and syrups; punches, gelatin shooters, hot drinks, and non-alcoholic beverages; and let's not forget an essential
selection of hangover remedies, The Ultimate Bar Book is nothing short of top-shelf. If you liked PTD Cocktail Book, 12
Bottle Bar and The Joy of Mixology, you'll love The Ultimate Bar Book

I'm Just Here for the Drinks
An art hoarder’s suspicious death paints a nasty picture for Nero Wolfe. No matter how fabulously he’s being courted,
infamously dour “art hog” Arthur Wordell isn’t keen on favoring the new Guggenheim Museum with his extensive collection.
Even at the urging of his beloved daughter, Nadia. Then, the night after the museum’s fête, Arthur takes a twenty-story
plunge from the window of his Times Square office. Nadia thinks it’s no mere coincidence. Eccentric, yes. Suicidal, no.
Private investigator Nero Wolfe and his assistant, Archie Goodwin, agree. Especially after eyeballing Arthur’s enemies and
sycophants, including his ex-wife, a covetous curator, a troika of obsequious advisors, and an outré Greenwich Village artist
anxious to see her work out of storage and on the walls of the “Guggie.” For Wolfe, there’s a problem: Arthur didn’t leave a
will. Without a beneficiary not a soul in Arthur’s circle is set to benefit from his death. Nor do they show any customary
indication of guilt. If anybody can solve a seemingly unsolvable masterpiece of murder, it’s Wolfe. Unfortunately, this time,
New York’s artful investigator is, admittedly, stumped. Continuing the acclaimed series—which also includes The Battered
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Badge, Archie Meets Nero Wolfe, Murder in the Ball Park, Archie in the Crosshairs, and Murder, Stage Left—Nero
Award–winning author Robert Goldsborough “does a masterly job with the Wolfe legacy” (Booklist).

The Home Bar
Gin Fizz, Gimlet, French 75, Brandy Alexander, Pisco Sour, Singapore Sling, Sidecar, Dark and Stormy, Caipirinha, Margarita,
Matador, Bloody Mary, White Russian, Vesper, Greyhound, Kamikaze, Missouri Mule, Pimms Cup, Fuzzy Navel, Kir Royale,
Sazerac, Presbyterian, Man O War . . . Assouline's Vintage Cocktails explores the lost art of mixing the perfect drink with
elegance and simplicity. With just a few ingredients and the right pour, this is the first and only book every host should
stock in his or her bar. The vibrant and evocative photos of each drink were taken at the renowned Carlyle Hotel.

Damaged
Landmark of anthropological and mythological scholarship explores Grail legend, uniting its folkloric and Christian elements
by using printed texts to prove the parallels existing between every feature of the legend of the Holy Grail and the recorded
symbolism of ancient Mystery cults. A major source for Eliot's The Waste Land.

Grocery Lists Book
Before Stephanie Carovella had nowhere to run and nowhere to hide, she was damaged. Stephanie Carovella has been
running from her past all her life. The survivor of a brutal attack, which left her best friend dead, she has carefully built a
protective wall around herself, but she knows sooner or later her past is going to catch up with her. It's why she doesn't
want to fall in love. It's why she doesn't want to let anyone get too close.Dominic Delaney works hard and plays just as
hard. He's a love 'em and leave 'em guy who doesn't believe in forever until Stephanie walks into Outlaws. She is wild,
unpredictable and dangerous as hell, yet, he's drawn to her. He needs to know the secrets behind her eyes. He can't walk
away.A sexy, tattooed womanizer, Dominic Delaney's everything Stephanie wants to avoid. She knows she should stay the
hell away from him, but he makes her want to stop running. Sometimes, even the Damaged deserve to fall in love.* Please
note you do not need to have read the Stephanie Carovella series to read this novel. This is a stand-alone novel.

The Home Bar
The Bar Book
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Sixteen-year-old Max and 10-year-old Tessa were fully prepared for another horrible summer vacation. While they always
hoped to go somewhere fun like Disney World or Universal Studios, they usually went somewhere weird and cheap that
their father, former boy bander Don Masters, found in an ad in a truck stop coupon magazine. But this year was different.
Where they went couldn't be found on any map or in any truck stop coupon book. They passed through a portal to a place
called Turtle Island, an alternate version of America that diverged from our history before the pilgrims landed at Plymouth
Rock. It was there where they met world famous action movie star Jordie Paine -- star of such films as I Plan to Kill You Now
and the sequel, I Plan to Kill You Now, Too, the ninja film, Chuck Butcher: Sword Wielding Jackal, as well as the light-hearted
romp, Harry Hinklehoffer and the Giant Dancing Toad of East Nebraska -- who would be their guide in this strange new
world. Jordie, they later learned, brought the Masters family to Turtle Island for a very specific reason. Because they look
just like the ruthless first family of Turtle Island, the Masters are pawns in a coup to overthrow the dictator. But things don't
go as planned and the Masters wind up in the Survival Games, Turtle Island's national pastime/system of justice where
criminals competitors, or crimpetitors, compete for their freedom. In this scifi comedy, the stakes are very simple -- if they
win, they rule, if they lose, they must suffer the consequences.

Promptings
With the current state of the economy businesses must be at their best to keep the customers coming to them. The
problem is that most companies have lost touch with what really makes a customer's experience a positive one. The 5 Step
Guide to Empowering Consumers is the first book written to educate the customer on how to win in every purchase
transaction and customer service experience. Many books have been written for the salesperson, customer service rep and
the decision makers but, now you hold the power in your hands to change the sociology of our economy.

Scenic Art for the Theatre
Use this book for staying organized while grocery shopping. With our busy lives, we can need as much help as we can have
to stay organized. In this book, there are 50 lists, and each one has room for 11 grocery items to be written down. Each list
has specific places for you to record prices and quantities of each item. The lists are on thick white pages for an optimal
experience. Enjoy staying organized with Grocery Lists Book! *Book Size is 6 x 9*

Address Book
Do you frequently find yourself asking, Why?" This book will, prayerfully, prompt you to see God acting in every
circumstance in your life, from the mundane to the monumental; to appreciate that the Creator does, indeed, cause "all
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things [to] work for good to them that love God, to them who are called according to His purpose." (Romans 8:28) Through
prose and poems based on personal experiences, the author shares pieces of her journey through faith-building events. If
you have trouble focusing on God and His agenda, this book will sharpen your vision and lead you to reconsider God's
purpose for the events in which you may find yourself involved on a daily basis.

A Trooper Galahad
Beautifully designed in the Pantone swatch book format, Mrs. Lilien's Cocktail Swatchbookis filled with 50 classic cocktail
recipes for colorful entertaining. Interent bon vivant Mrs. Lilien (http://blog.mrslilien.com/) takes a fanciful approach to
cocktail making in this retro-chic swatch book, which includes 20 recipes for blended cocktails, 20 recipes for shaken
cocktails, and 10 recipes for punch bowls. Every classic recipe is accompanied with a modern twist and chic accouterments.
Simply fan the book out to your desired recipe, look at the card, and instantly know which ingredients the cocktail requires
from the glossy four-color photographs. The gorgeous cover design (complete with embossed flamingos!) is dazzling on a
bar cart, coffee table, or at any cocktail party. Recipes include: Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. Basil Rita, Mrs. Collins, Mrs. Julep, Tequila
Granita, Brunch Punch, Senorita Spin and many more!

Mrs. Lilien's Cocktail Swatchbook
This is a book or art, and songs, that I wrote. I just placed my songs, on computer, that were hand written. I just wanted a
different style of book.

From Ritual to Romance
Now in its Third Edition, Scenic Art for the Theatre: History, Tools and Techniques continues to be the most trusted source
for both student and professional scenic artists. With new information on scenic design using Photoshop, Paint Shop Pro and
other digital imaging softwares this test expands to offer the developing artist more step-by-step instuction and more
practical techniques for work in the field. It goes beyond detailing job functions and discussing techniques to serve as a
trouble-shooting guide for the scenic artist, providing practical advice for everyday solutions.

Erin's Daughters
What does a henchman do to change jobs? How does a universal translator deal with hand-to hand-combat? Where do the
super powered get their uniforms cleaned? There's a short story for each of these and more. This collection of stories is full
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of quick to read stories and cover the other aspects of super-powered life. Who cleans up after super fights? What if a teammate is fed up and wants to change sides? Tired of the clichéd heroes? Peel the pages of this book and get lost in different
lives. Try the sample and see if Super Shorts fit you.

Art Workshop for Children
Art Workshop for Children is not just another book of straightforward art projects. The book's unique child-led approach
provides a framework for cultivating creative thinking and encourages the wonder that comes when children are allowed to
freely explore the creative process and their materials. As children work through these open-ended workshops, adults are
guided on how to be facilitators who provide questions, encourage deep thinking, and help spark an excitement for
discovery. Children explore basic materials and workshops that use minimal supplies, and then gradually add new materials
to fill the art cabinets as well as new skills and more complex workshops. Most workshops are suitable to preschool-aged
children, and each contains ideas for explorations and new twists to engage older or more experienced artists. Interspersed
throughout are sidebar essays that introduce perspectives on mess-making, imperfection, the role of adult, collaborative
art, and thoughts on the Reggio Emilia method, a self-guided teaching philosophy. These pieces underscore the value of artmaking with children, and support the parent/teacher/care-giver on how to successfully lead, question, and navigate their
children through the workshops to result in the fullest experiences.

The Bar Cart Bible
Home Bar covers all aspects of home bar design in addition to offering inspiration advice on how to create it; from which
drinks to include, glassware and fridges, to recipes from some key bartenders and truly inspiring interiors. Whether you
hanker after a small, stylish bar cart for a tiny urban apartment or are planning a bespoke entertainment space in your
home, indoors or out, Home Bar is a comprehensive resource and a go-to inspirational manual of discerning drinks. With
exclusive access to the owner of Pernod Ricard’s own glamorous home bar in the south of France, this book will appeal to
Mad Men fans, millenials for whom a homemade cocktail from a drinks trolley is the height of cool, and also to any
discerning drinker fascinated by the mystique of soda syphons, cocktail kits and seriously interesting aperitifs and digestifs.
Written by a leading authority on drink, Home Bar includes photographs from Simon Upton, one of the world’s leading
interiors photographers working in exclusive homes. With images from major bar cart retailers too, this book is a beautiful,
comprehensive and indispensable reference for cool drinks at home, anytime.

The Art of Travel Sixth Edition
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Full of tips, tricks, and instructional illustrations about how to prepare a wide range of cocktail garnishes, The Art of the
Garnish is a mixology must-have! The perfect cocktail is a sight to behold, and it is often enhanced both in flavor and
appearance thanks to a garnish. Learn the ins and outs of garnishing your drinks with The Art of the Garnish. Full of tips,
tricks, and instructional illustrations on the right way to prepare a dizzying array of garnishes, from herbs and citrus to nuts,
candy, meat, and jewelry, this book is a must-have for the aspiring mixologist! Like all the books in the “Art of Entertaining”
series The Art of the Garnish offers easy-to-follow recipes and colorful photographs; the beautiful images detail how these
garnishes enhance cocktails and will help make you the star of happy hour.

Vintage Cocktails
Simple and Elegant Address Book This beautifully designed address book is a classic way to keep track of contact
information for everyone in your life. DETAILS: 130 Pages Crisp White Pages with a Thick Cardstock Cover Stylish, Elegant
Cover Art Dimensions: 6" x 9" Perfect Bound Lined Spaces For: Name, Email, Phone, Address and Notes

The Art of Southern Charm
Art and Lyric Book
In the footsteps of bestsellers Where Chefs Eat and Where to Eat Pizza – where the best bartenders go for the best drinks
Where Bartenders Drink is THE insider’s guide. The best 300 expert drink-makers share their secrets – 750 spots spread
across 60 countries – revealing where they go for a drink throughout the world when they’re off-duty. Venues range from
late-night establishments and legendary hotel bars to cosy neighbourhood ‘locals’ – and in some surprising locales. The 750
expert recommendations come with insightful reviews, key information, specially commissioned maps, and an easy-tonavigate geographical organization. It’s the only guide you need to ensure that you get the best drinks in the most
memorable global locations.

The Art of Travel; Or, Shifts and Contrivances Available in Wild Countries
Shannon Mustipher's exotic cocktails offer a refreshingly modern take on tiki. With original recipes, techniques, tasting
notes and recommendations, and tips on style and music, Tiki is an inspirational resource for cocktail lovers ready to
explore fine Caribbean rums. Tiki is the endless summer, an instant vacation, a sweet and colorful ticket to paradise with no
baggage fees. Romanticized since midcentury but too long overlooked as the province of suburban lodges and family
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resorts, the tiki cocktail is stepping into its moment with sophisticated spirits lovers, skilled mixologists, and intrepid
foodies. In Tiki, Brooklyn-based rum expert Shannon Mustipher brings focus on refreshing flavors, fine spirits, and highimpact easy-to-execute presentation. Dozens of easy-to-follow recipes present new versions of classic tiki drinks along with
original cocktails using quality rums, infused and fat-washed spirits, liqueurs, fresh fruit juices, and homemade syrups.
Tastemakers in the contemporary tiki boom, including Nathan Hazard, Brother Cleve, Laura Bishop, and Ean Bancroft,
contribute their recipes. As a true aficionado, Mustipher breaks down Caribbean rums and spirits with practical tasting
notes. Fans of classic tiki bibles such as Smuggler's Cove and Potions of the Caribbean can embrace Tiki's modern style and
spirit while new tiki fans learn from Mustipher's expertise, accessible recipes, and clear instruction.

The Art of the Bar Cart
It's drinks, it's chickens: It's the cocktail book you didn't know you needed! To add some extra happy to your happy hour ,
invite a chicken and pour yourself a drink. Author Kate Richards serves up cocktails made for Instagram with the spoils of
her Southern California garden, chicken friends by her side. Enjoy any (or all) of the 60+ deliciously drinkable garden-toglass beverages, such as: Lilac Apricot Rum Sour Meyer Lemon + Rosemary Old Fashioned Rhubarb Rose Cobbler
Blackberry Sage Spritz Cantaloupe Mint Rum Punch Cocktails are arranged seasonally, and are 100% accessible for those of
us without perpetually sunny backyard gardens at our disposal. Drinking with Chickens will quickly become a boozy
favorite, perfect for gifting or for hoarding all for yourself. You don't need chickens to enjoy these drinks or the colorful
photos, but be careful, because you may even find yourself aspiring to be, as Kate is, a home chixologist overrun by
gorgeous, loud, early-rising egg-laying ladies, and in need of a very strong drink.

Bar Cart Style
The Student and Intellectual Observer of Science, Literature and Art
Patricia Altschul, the surprise breakout star of Bravo’s hit reality show Southern Charm, introduces an essential lifestyle
guide as refreshing and fun as a gin martini. “Patricia on #SouthernCharm, like lookin’ in the damn mirror. Cheers queen.”
—Lady Gaga Fan-favorite Bravolebrity Patricia Altschul from the primetime show Southern Charm finally brings fans her
eagerly anticipated opus on etiquette and living a glamorous Southern lifestyle. Patricia provides advice on every situation,
from hosting a memorable cocktail party, to decoding the dress code for any event, to handling a drunken boor at the
dinner table, to delivering the perfectly phrased insult—like her now iconic “shameless strumpet.” The Art of Southern
Charm takes readers inside the world of Charleston’s most captivating grande dame, who (with Michael the Butler) offers a
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blueblood’s blueprint for curating and celebrating life at its best.

Ireland Since Parnell
The Ultimate Bar Book
This is my second book about this unique Bay City, MI attraction: Sunrise Pedal Trolley. They have expanded now they have
one in Frankenmuth , MI and soon comings to Midland, MI. Adult coloring books are all the rage now. I decided to do one
about Sunrise Pedal Trolley. I hope you enjoy coloring this unique Mid-Michigan treasure. If in the Mid-Michigan area you
can visit Sunrise Pedal Trolley at 401 Washington Ave., Bay City, MI and 566 Main St., Frankenmuth , MI.
http://sunrisepedaltrolley.com, (989) 391-9028. Thanks for looking and enjoy coloring your own Sunrise Pedal Trolley.
Thanks , Patrick B. Humphreys.

Death of an Art Collector
"The Seriously Silly ABC Book" introduces children to the letters of the alphabet one at a time using colorful drawings and
humorous sentences that emphasize the individual letters in bold, capitalized, brightly-colored type. You will point out the
featured letter at the top of each page and encourage your child to find the several other examples of that same letter on
that page, making this book a fun, interactive experience for both you and your child each time you share the book
together. "The Seriously Silly ABC Book" became a #1 Best Seller and was chosen #1 "Hot New Release" within days of its
release. Thousands of parents, grandparents and children have enjoyed this book together since its publication.
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